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Post-stroke Emotionalism: A Qualitative Investigation.

Introduction: Post-stroke emotionalism, outbursts of involuntary crying or laughing, is common after stroke. Little is known about the psychosocial factors associated with this neurological disorder.

Aim: To investigate participant’s experiences of emotionalism and explore how they managed their symptoms.

Methods: A qualitative study that used framework analysis. Participants were recruited across inpatient and outpatient stroke settings. The average time since stroke was 4.3 months.

Results: Eighteen semi-structured interviews were conducted. Four themes were identified: (1) Spontaneous and uncontrollable emotional reactions; (2) Incongruence; (3) Social reactions (sub-theme: The stigma of expressed emotions) and (4) Convalescence. Participants with negative experiences described greater disability, avoidance and mood problems. Positive experiences were shaped by a better understanding of the condition, an increased sense of control, social support and optimism. Few participants knew that their emotionalism was caused by stroke. Embarrassment and social withdrawal were commonly reported and had a detrimental effect on participant’s mood and quality of life.

Conclusions: Earlier recognition of emotionalism in clinical settings is needed as is promoting discussions about emotional reactions after-stroke. This will reduce the likelihood that patients will develop erroneous beliefs about emotionalism and unhelpful coping responses that may lead to adjustment difficulties in the months that follow their stroke.
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Introduction

Stroke is the leading cause of disability worldwide, the fourth leading cause of death and affects over 1.2 million people in the United Kingdom [1]. There are many emotional consequences of stroke but one of the most dramatic is that of emotionalism [2]. Emotionalism is an acute neurological disorder, characterised by sudden, involuntary and uncontrollable episodes of crying or laughing [3]. In some instances, laughter or crying is incongruent to a person’s underlying emotional state. On other occasions, the emotional reaction is an exaggerated response to emotional stimuli [4].
The aetiology of emotionalism is strongly associated with cerebral pathology [5]. The disorder arises secondary to a wide range of neurological conditions such as stroke, multiple sclerosis, dementia, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and traumatic brain injury [6]. There are few well-conducted prevalence studies of post-stroke emotionalism. According to a recent meta-analysis, the incidence of emotionalism is estimated to be between 17-20% at the post-acute phase of stroke (1-6 months) [7].

Studies suggest that emotionalism arises from lesions to the frontal lobes and descending corticobulbar-cerebellar circuits that regulate motor control and the co-ordination of emotional expression [8,9]. Impaired communicating pathways from frontal and cortical motor inputs are thought to disrupt the cerebellum’s ability to modulate the motor expression of emotion [10]. Maruzairi and Koh argue that emotionalism arises from dysfunctional serotonergic and glutaminergic neurotransmission in the cerebellum, thought to play an important role in emotion processing [11]. Disrupted neurotransmission is theorised to lead to a loss of, or reduction in, a patient’s voluntary control over their emotional expression [10].

It is thought that stroke-related disruption to the pathways between frontal, parietal and brain stem regions result in the involuntary laughter or crying episodes characteristic of the disorder [6]. However, the pathophysiology of emotionalism is not entirely understood and there remains inconclusive links between lesion location and neuropathology [2,10].

The crying variant of emotionalism is frequently mistaken for clinical depression [8,9]. Diagnosis is complicated by the fact that emotionalism can co-occur with mood disorders [2], yet both are distinct conditions. Crying caused by emotionalism is brief and uncontrollable, and there is a relative absence of the depressive beliefs normally associated with crying [6,10,12]. In the case of depression, crying is prolonged and patients report beliefs relating to a sense of hopelessness, worthlessness and despair [13].

Scottish Health guidelines recommend antidepressant medications as the first line of treatment for emotionalism [14] however, the overall effectiveness of medications in symptom
reduction is rather weak [15,16]. Behavioural treatments like competing response training, an intervention that involves learning to anticipate the onset of symptoms and employing movements to counteract symptoms, have shown promising results [17]. Distraction and relaxation training have also been found to reduce the emotional distress associated with symptoms [5]. Despite this, non-pharmacological interventions remain in their infancy in this population and further empirical studies are required.

Our knowledge of factors that contribute to the remission of emotionalism is poor, as is our understanding of what exacerbates symptoms. Similarly, there are few studies measuring the long-term social and functional impact of the condition with existing research relying on cross-sectional case studies [18-20]. Colamonico and colleagues found that emotionalism posed a high burden of illness for patients and their caregivers [6]. 24% of patients reported that emotionalism was the primary reason for becoming housebound. Patients also reported that the condition was at least partly responsible for the need to move to supervised accommodation, divorce or relationship break-down, increased carer burden and job loss. In their qualitative case-study, George, Wilcock and Stanley found that emotionalism negatively affected engagement with post-stroke physical rehabilitation by increasing muscle tone [21]. Emotionalism has been associated with high levels of social disability and a reduced quality of life [11,22-25]. Yet, what leads to these outcomes is not yet understood.

Individuals with emotionalism are at heightened risk of developing mood disorders, most probably due to the socially isolating nature of symptoms [3,26]. To date, the psychological impact of emotionalism is under-investigated. It is not known why some individuals develop mood disorders whilst others do not. It is known, however, that the way a person conceptualises illness can significantly influence their recovery from stroke [27-30]. Research consistently indicates that patient perceptions can predict coping behaviours [31], treatment adherence [32,33], social functioning [34], emotional well-being and quality of life [35] in chronic health populations.
This study hypothesised that a person’s beliefs about emotionalism may play a role in how the individual copes with their symptoms. For instance, a person who endorses negative assumptions about emotionalism (e.g. “crying is weak or childish”) may think critically of themselves, avoid activities that trigger emotional symptoms and withdraw from others for fear of negative evaluation. Avoidance and social isolation are key determinants of poor psychosocial outcomes after stroke [27,36]. Clearly, a greater understanding of the role of patient beliefs is warranted as currently these relationships remain speculative.

**Study aims**

There is a paucity of qualitative studies investigating patients’ perspectives on emotionalism. This study investigated the experiences of people with post-stroke emotionalism to uncover what it is like to live with this neurological condition.

**Method**

**Design**

A series of semi-structured interviews were conducted, audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. These were analysed using the framework method. This a form of thematic analysis that focuses on relationships within the data to draw conclusions based on themes [37]. The framework method was chosen due to its systematic approach to data analysis. Its flexible position appealed to the researchers who used a broadly critical realist approach to understanding the personal experiences of living with emotionalism [38]. Flexibility with data analysis also allowed the researchers to combine apriori assumptions based on the literature with data-driven themes to develop the analytical framework. Ethical approval was granted by the West of Scotland Research Ethical Committee (Reference number:16/WS/0071) and the NHS Lothian Research and Development Department.
Participants

Participants with emotionalism were recruited across a wide range of ages, stroke classifications and at different stages of recovery.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Participants were included in the study if they had a primary diagnosis of stroke and probable emotionalism as defined by the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) diagnostic criteria. Participants were required to have spoken English language skills sufficient to be understood during an interview. The researcher sought this information from the participant’s stroke professional in advance of their recruitment to the study. Participants were excluded if they had significant cognitive impairment, which was determined by using a brief screening test of cognitive functioning. Those with severe psychiatric or neurodegenerative disorders were excluded as these conditions would have precluded their ability to fully participate in the interviews.

Screening tools

In line with the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) [14], services receiving acute stroke cases routinely screen patients for mood disorders, functional and cognitive impairments. The questionnaires included in the study were routine measures used in NHS Lothian. The Barthel Index (BI) is a 20-item valid and reliable measure of activities of daily living [39,40]. The Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination (ACE-III), is an established screening measure of cognitive functioning [41]. It is scored out of 100 with higher scores indicating better cognitive functioning. Participants were not eligible to take part if they scored below the cut-off score of 88/100. A score below this point was considered to be indicative of cognitive impairment severe enough that it would interfere with the participant’s ability to engage in an interview and reflect on their experiences. The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) is a 14-item self-report questionnaire measuring symptoms of anxiety and
depression [42] that has acceptable psychometric properties in stroke [43]. Information was
gathered from routine screening, which was part of the participant’s post-stroke treatment, to
ensure that they fulfilled the inclusion criteria.

Recruitment procedure

Participants were recruited via specialist physicians in stroke, Consultant Neurologists, Clinical
Psychologists and Nurses from three acute stroke units and one post-acute stroke service.
Members of the stroke teams identified individuals who met the International Classification of
Diseases criteria for emotionalism and approached them to introduce the study. If an individual
expressed an interest in taking part, they met with the lead researcher who provided them with
additional information and the opportunity to ask questions. Potential participants were
contacted a week later to ask for their decision and an interview was arranged for those that
consented. The researcher obtained written consent before extracting demographic information
and the results of the participant’s routine screening measures from their medical notes to
ascertain that they were functionally and cognitively able to take part. The interviews were
conducted during working hours, either at the participant’s home or in a visitor room during
their inpatient admission on the stroke-ward.

Participants were interviewed by the lead researcher who was not known to them prior
to the study. The research team members had a range of experience relating to qualitative
research. One researcher completed university training courses in qualitative methodology and
the remaining researchers had published a number of papers in peer-review journals using
qualitative methods. One researcher had published research using quantitative and mixed
methods approaches.

Development of the semi-structured interview guide

The semi-structured interview guide was based on guidelines by Ritchie and colleagues [44] as
well as on previous studies investigating patient beliefs in health populations [45] and in stroke
Given the exploratory nature of the study, the interview guide was used flexibly to avoid constricting participant narratives. Questions were omitted, altered or explored in more detail dependent on the individual. The interview guide was reviewed in consultation with five stroke specialists and amended accordingly. The interview questions were as follows:

- In what way has your ability to control your emotions changed since your stroke?
- How able do you feel that you can control your emotions?
- What do you think are the causes of your emotionalism?
- What impact does emotionalism have on your life?
- How long do you believe that your emotionalism will last for?
- How do you feel when you become emotional?
- What thoughts are passing through your mind when you become emotional?
- How do you cope when you become emotional?
- What do you think that other people are thinking when you’re emotional in public?
- Is there anything that you would do but can’t because of emotionalism?
- What advice would you give to someone who has emotionalism?

**Data Analysis**

Framework analysis was used to explore the experiences of emotionalism. This involved developing a matrix-based method to categorise and organise data according to emergent themes on both an individual and on a group basis.

**Analysis:**

**Transcription:** All semi-structured interviews were transcribed verbatim by the lead researcher. A reflective diary was kept throughout the interview process to log theoretical ideas, decisions about codes and the dynamics between interviewees and interviewer. This was to provide transparency in the researcher’s perspective on the sensitive content of interviews. The diary
was also used to document the researcher’s experiences and assumptions about stroke and emotionalism as well as the influence that this had upon their interviewing style and approach to the analytical process.

**Familiarisation**: Listening to the interviews twice reminded the researcher of the emotional tone of the interviews as well as of the severity and duration of participant’s emotional reactions. Re-reading transcripts and noting preliminary statements or reflections primed the researcher for the next stage of analysis.

**Identifying a thematic framework**: The first six transcripts were analysed by assigning statements to each line. Multiple theme identification with two members of the research team was used to be transparent with the progressive development of themes and to strengthen the reliability and validity of the analysis process. Codes were initially developed by summarising what each participant was describing [48]. Participants’ own words were used in order to stay true to the data at this initial stage [43,49]. Notes as to the reasons why themes were created and reflections on how themes were linked were described in the form of memos and attached to the transcripts. Over time, the process of analysing experiences became more categorical as multiple statements were classified under themes and sub-themes. These analytical themes were clustered into key themes and used to create a coding matrix.

**Developing a working theoretical framework**: Data were charted onto a matrix Excel spreadsheet and categorised based on the framework themes using computerised qualitative software [50]. The themes matrix and interview guide were then used to frame data according to emerging themes. This was an iterative process of constantly refining the framework by clustering participants’ passages of text and re-reading transcripts.

**Indexing**: The theoretical framework was initially applied to two transcripts where passages of text were labelled with one or more of the framework themes and then refined as new insights emerged. The final framework was then applied to all subsequent transcripts.
Charting: The matrix comprised of one column per participant and one row per framework theme. Conceptual ideas were then abstracted from within each framework theme and between each participant [37]. The final theoretical accounts were summarised using verbatim text.

Mapping and Interpretation: At this stage, participants’ summary of beliefs and experiences moved beyond descriptive accounts towards a wider understanding of the emotionalism experience. This stage required mapping linkages to similar experiences across participants and developing a framework to interpret emerging themes in the context of living with emotionalism.

Results

A total of eighteen participants met the inclusion criteria and took part in the study. The sample comprised of six males and twelve females (age range=39-81 years, \( M=58.9 \) yrs, \( SD=10.4 \)). Six participants were inpatients in a stroke ward and twelve were interviewed in their own homes. The length of time since stroke ranged from 2 weeks to 17 months (\( M=4.3 \) months, \( SD=3.7 \)). The sample consisted of four participants with haemorrhagic stroke and fourteen participants with ischemic stroke. Ten were right-sided, three were left-sided and five were bilateral strokes. The functional ability of individuals varied from needing total support for all aspects of daily living (Barthel Index=1) to being fully independent (Barthel Index=20). Three participants scored in the clinical ranges for mild depression and anxiety and were receiving psychological therapy. Two participants were non-UK nationals and for whom English was their second language.

Eighteen semi-structured interviews were carried out. The length of interviews ranged from 12-60 minutes with the duration of interviews being determined, in part, by factors like environmental variables (busy inpatient wards) or the participant’s physical ability and inclination to continue.
**Emergent themes:**

Four themes and one sub-theme emerged, which represented a mapping of the most salient aspects of participants’ experiences. The first theme focused on how participants made sense of and understood emotionalism (*Spontaneous and uncontrollable emotional reactions*). The second theme related to participants disconnect between their internal feelings and external emotional displays (*Incongruence*). The third theme described the social context in response to emotionalism (*Social reactions*) and societal assumptions about the expression of emotions (*Sub-theme: The stigma of expressed emotions*). The last theme emphasised the process of recovery from emotionalism, in particular participants’ efforts to cope with their symptoms (*Convalescence*).

**Theme 1: Spontaneous and uncontrollable emotional reactions**

Participants attempted to make sense of their emotionalism, by reflecting on their own experience of laughter or crying for little or no reason. Some participants described their symptoms as being exaggerated responses to mildly emotive triggers, citing examples like talking about family members, seeing grandchildren or watching a television programme.

“I get no warning, it just... one minute I’m ok and the next minute I just burst into tears ... it could be a happy thing, it can be a sad thing or it’s just for no reason.” (Participant 17, <59 years, 3 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

“I laugh or cry for no reason.” (Participant 5, <59 years, 40 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

“My emotions would normally work at the right time but now they’re just sporadic, it just happens. It could be triggered by a word, triggered by looking at somebody or hearing somebody’s name.” (Participant 16, <59 years, 28 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:12)
“If I get a nice text or I get a well wish or something. Somebody’s thinking about me, I just burst into tears.” (Participant 4, >59 years, 3 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:3)

Most participants seemed to be unaware that their stroke caused emotionalism. In the absence of a medical reason, participants attributed their emotional reactions to different causes. Some assumed that their uncontrollable laughter or crying was a sign that their mental state was deteriorating and understandably, this was distressing for them.

“I thought I had em ... lost my marbles.” (Participant 3, <59 years, 16 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:6)

“I thought I was having a nervous breakdown, I thought I was really cracking up.” (Participant 17, <59 years, 3 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

For some individuals, their uncontrollable reactions represented a loss of former emotional strength and self-discipline. The impact of this loss varied according to participants’ pre-stroke assumptions about the importance of self-control.

“I feel as though I’ve lost all control of my life. Before, I always felt I knew where I was going, I had my own social life and I was in control of my emotions. I felt I had something to offer…. people would listen to me. But now that I’m emotional, I feel as if I’m … just overlooked, not here.” (Participant 10, >59 years, 4 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:5)
“It’s irritating more than anything else...you’re not in control when you’re overly emotional. You lack discipline.” (Participant 8, <59 years, 64 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

Other participants believed that their uncontrollable responses were an unconscious expression of coping and adjusting to stroke. Understanding emotionalism in this way seemed to be less distressing for participants.

“I assumed it was just coming to terms with what I couldn’t do and realising it.”
(Participant 14, <59 years, 44 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:18)

“I suppose either laughing or crying, it must be me just trying to cope with things. I think that’s a way it comes.” (Participant 7, >59 years, 52 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

“I was just told that that’s just what happens when you’ve had a stroke.” (Participant 6, >59 years, 20 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

**Theme 2: Incongruence**

The contrast between participants’ internal state and their external emotional responses was described as confusing, worrying and strange. In their attempts to identify the reasons for their reactions, participants often experienced confusion and uncertainty.

“There’s nothing emotional... there’s nothing inside me that feels bad, I don’t feel... I don’t feel stressed; I don’t feel any of that kind of thing. I just feel I’m about to cry and
no sort of work up toward it.” (Participant 14, <59 years, 44 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:18)

“You know yourself and you know when you come across situations, you know how you’re going to react. You know how your mind works ... but it’s almost like when you’ve had a stroke, you have no control of your mind anymore ... with the giggles or the tears it comes from nowhere, out of character, not the norm and you think ’oh where has that come from, what’s that all about?’” (Participant 4, >59 years, 3 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:3)

Emotionalism seemed to be more distressing for participants who rarely cried before their stroke. They found the discontinuity between their emotional selves before and after stroke to be frightening.

“Tears and everything running down my face... and that’s not me ... I don’t get emotional.” (Participant 2, 59 years, 8 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:7)

“It’s scary cause you’re not used to that ... It just isn’t me.” (Participant 6, >59 years, 20 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

Participants who strongly valued their sense of autonomy and strength severely criticised their inability to control their emotions. These individuals felt that the expression of emotion was a “sign of weakness” (Participant 10) and that they should be “mentally in control and... disciplined” (Participant 8).
Theme 3: Social reactions

The symptoms of emotionalism were rarely triggered by internal emotions. Nonetheless, the public respond to participants’ emotional responses as though they were genuine. Participants found this incongruence to be intensely embarrassing. Often participants felt ashamed of their inability to control their emotional reactions in public. They voiced many critical beliefs about other people’s judgements of them.

“Sometimes you feel really stupid you know, sitting there and tears are falling down (…) and people are all fussing about you because they think there’s something wrong and you just keep saying no, I’m absolutely fine I just can’t stop crying for some reason or another.” (Participant 14, <59 years, 44 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:18)

“They give you this expression, it’s like ‘oh look at her she’s crazy’… or they’re thinking maybe you’re high on drugs or something like that because it’s not normal (for) a person who has nothing to laugh (at to be) laughing, right?” (Participant 9, <59 years, 68 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

“I think people get a different opinion of you because they see it as something wrong with you… that you’re not coping with life… and I don’t want that to be my life.” (Participant 13, <59 years, 16 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

“Other people probably see them as being weak and feeling sorry for themselves. You know eh… not strong.” (Participant 10, >59 years, 4 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:5)

The hidden nature of emotionalism was often attributed to be the reason for why people misinterpret their reactions.
"Because I look ok, I don’t physically have anything to see from the stroke, folk say ‘well you look ok’. God help me if I look ok em... (I) don’t look like (I’ve) had a stroke but em ... I feel that I have had a stroke.” (Participant 17, <59 years, 3 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

Compassion or empathy from others appeared to exacerbate emotional reactions. Many participants mentioned that they become emotional when people showed concern for their well-being.

“I cry more when somebody says something nice to me... tries to help me…or be kind.” (Participant 13, >59 years, 16 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

“People tend to rush in to ask you if you’re alright, which makes it worse. You just want them to back off so that you can cover it up.” (Participant 17, <59 years, 3 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

Some participants felt guilty about the impact that emotionalism had on other people and this was salient for individuals who held beliefs about their symptoms distressing others, particularly their friends and family members. Participants engaged in subtle avoidances to cope with the incongruence between their actual emotional state and their symptoms. Examples included only going out with family members, avoiding certain topics in conversation or staying away from busy environments. For some, the incongruence associated with emotionalism felt so disabling that they rarely left their home.
“I don’t want to upset other people and make them feel that they’ve said something wrong.” (Participant 13, >59 years, 16 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

“If I’m on my own then nobody thinks I’m crazy.” (Participant 7, >59 years, 52 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

**Sub-theme: The stigma of expressed emotion**

Multiple references to social stereotypes were made when discussing the public perceptions of those who are emotional. Some participants believed that the older generations (over 65 years) are more sympathetic or compassionate towards tearfulness. These participants believed that older individuals assume that they are grieving and can relate to this better than younger people. Male participants also often referred to societal assumptions about gender and beliefs about how men should not cry.

Participants reflected on how people easily misinterpret their laughing as a sign of humour and will laugh alongside them or encourage further laughter. This was often stressful or anxiety provoking for participants. One individual conveyed the disabling nature of her inappropriate laughter during a time where a passer-by misperceived her laughter and threatened her. She found this event incredibly frightening and consequently avoided public places.

“I was walking and laughing my head off, why I don’t know, [laughs] but the guy behind me, he thought that I was laughing with him or about him and then (he) stopped me and gave me abuse.” (Participant 9, <59 years, 68 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

“It’s something that men don’t do… show their emotions. Men were always felt to be the stronger ones.” (Participant 18, >59 years, 8 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:6)
**Theme 4: Convalescence**

This theme emerged from the process of participants’ recovering from stroke and emotionalism. Participants conveyed the grief associated with their stroke and their struggle in reconciling their new emotional selves with their past identities. This theme further illustrated participants’ coping responses and their determination to re-instate a sense of emotional equilibrium. The majority of participants reported noticing gradual improvements in their ability to manage their emotions as they recuperated from stroke. A desire to regain continuity or “getting back to normal” was commonly described by those who were at the earlier stages of stroke. Participants reflected on the challenge of adjusting their expectations when they did not fit with the reality of their recovery.

“It’s getting better, it’s just not... as good as (I) would’ve thought it would’ve been at this stage.” (Participant 6, >59 years, 20 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

Those who were in hospital with lower functional abilities regarded their physical recovery to be more of a priority than emotionalism.

“I’m thinking how I can get myself better. All the things I can do, physio-wise... this is more physical for me.” (Participant 2, 59 years, 8 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:7)

The impact of emotionalism became more distressing as individuals progressed in their stroke recovery and experienced a plateau in their functional abilities.

“You’re concentrating I think after the stroke on the physical side, you know and getting yourself back and trying to do things and what have you that you... its only after that
that... the emotional side kicks in and you start to realise the different problems it’s causing.’” (Participant 11, >59 years, 32 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:18)

Participants developed various methods of coping with emotionalism, some strategies mentioned were humour, distraction or to just simply express it.

“I turn away and look at something or just concentrate on something else. I try to think about something else at that time, it helps.” (Participant 16, <59 years, 28 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:12)

“We have a joke about it and then it’s ok. My family are very good, especially my grandchildren, they tend to help by laughing it off and telling me it’s alright.” (Participant 18, >59 years, 8 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:6)

“I’ve accepted it, I just let it happen. It’s easier that way.” (Participant 5, <59 years, 40 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20).

Other ways of coping were unhelpful, like self-criticism or avoidance.

“I’m a tearful fool and a blithering (sic) idiot who’s just angry at the world.” (Participant 8, <59 years, 64 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)
“I spend a lot of time on my own now, you know, pretending I’m alright. I don’t let people see me, it’s stupid I know but that’s just the way I cope.” (Participant 11, >59 years, 32 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:18)

The importance of remaining hopeful was strongly emphasised. Those who held a sense of hope and optimism about their continued recovery felt better equipped to manage the difficulties associated with emotionalism.

“Just say to yourself, well look this is just something that’s happened and you know why it’s happening, because of your stroke so you just have to try and ride this bit of the storm and see what you can put in play.” (Participant 14, <59 years, 44 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:18)

“Keep trying but be patient because if you lose patience then you lose heart… keep cheerful... Try to find happiness even if the day is dark, tomorrow might be a better day.” (Participant 9, <59 years, 68 weeks post-stroke, Barthel Index:20)

**Discussion**

The uncontrollable nature of emotionalism was found to be detrimental to participants’ psychological well-being, although those who viewed emotionalism to be a physical consequence of stroke appeared less distressed. Research has demonstrated that individuals who attribute the cause of their illness to be due to psychological factors (i.e. mood, personality, stress or worry) experience greater levels of distress and a poorer quality of life [51].

Many participants reported distress related to their loss of emotional control since the onset of emotionalism, particularly participants who defined themselves as having high self-discipline. This extends on studies finding that those who hold a low sense of control or self-efficacy report greater levels of disability, anxiety and depression post-stroke [36,52].
Additionally, De Castella and colleagues found that those with low self-efficacy beliefs typically engage in more avoidance-based emotion regulation strategies and consequently report greater psychological distress [53].

Loss was common across all of the themes identified which is a well-known issue in adjusting to life post-stroke [54-58]. Participants frequently referred to a loss of emotional strength and of a lost sense of personal or social identity due to emotionalism. According to Dowswell and colleagues, loss occurs as the individual begins to compare their former and post-stroke selves [59]. This was especially challenging for participants who valued emotional resilience as part of their pre-stroke self.

The role that society plays on a person’s assumptions about their emotional reactions and the shame attached to these was heavily emphasised (e.g. “other people think that I’m a weak person who can’t cope with life”). Participants made multiple references to stigma and stereotypes that fit with socio-cultural views of the expression of emotion [60]. Shamir and Travis proposed that societal views of masculinity reinforce shame as crying is seen as a sign of weakness or of inferiority [61]. Many participants referred to the stigma associated with crying. Gillbert and Proctor described the experience of shame as to feel rejectable in the eyes of others, creating a desire to avoid [62]. Participants often reported avoiding others, employing safety behaviours (like always being with a family member) and using humour to minimise shame when they became emotional.

Social compassion and sympathy appeared to exacerbate participants’ emotional reactions. As emotional displays are universal behaviours, people instinctively smile when they see others laugh and respond with empathy when they see someone crying [63]. Participants found the incongruence between their internal states (i.e. “crying and I don’t feel sad”) and the responses from others distressing. In addition, emotions shown by others were also likely to elicit exaggerated emotional responses in those with emotionalism (given that it is a disorder of emotional control). Frequent reference was made to the shame, guilt and embarrassment that this caused and of the desire to socially withdraw as a means of escape.
In the last theme, Convalescence, participants reflected on their coping mechanisms. Avoidance and social isolation were frequently referred to and are strong predictors of distress post-stroke [28,36]. Avoiding activity can lead to a loss of achievement or a sense of agency, consistent with behavioural models of depression. Similarly, avoiding social contact is likely to maintain a person’s anxiety by preventing habituation to the social and cognitive consequences of emotionalism. Positive thinking as well as social and family support was found to have protective effects on participants’ mental well-being, findings which are well supported in the stroke literature [15,64].

Clinical implications

The benefit of investigating patient attributions of illness is recognised in other health populations, though less so in stroke [52]. By focusing on patient experiences, clinicians can understand how patients conceptualise illness, the concerns that they have and in turn, the social or psychological drivers that might be influencing their approach to recovery. To this end, investigating dysfunctional beliefs about emotionalism and their relationship with coping may be the key to understanding individual differences in susceptibility to stroke-related emotional adjustment difficulties.

This study found that few participants understood the causes of their emotionalism, perhaps not a surprising finding as even stroke professionals struggle to identify emotionalism consistently [65]. In acute and non-specialist services, outbursts of emotions are often regarded to be part of a “normal” adjustment process which means that emotionalism is easily missed [22]. This has important clinical implications however, as poor understanding of health conditions is associated with greater social disability [23,30], reduced quality of life [22,58,9] and delay in help-seeking behaviours [66]. Indeed, few participants sought advice or support for emotionalism and it was found to be more distressing to participants in the months following discharge from hospital, as they began adjusting to their life after stroke. Kirkevold [67] argued that the transition from acute services to home is an important milestone, as the person
navigates the discrepancies between their expectations and the reality of their recovery. This is a critical period for patients to receive information and advice to manage emotionalism [68]. Lending support at this time may normalise the person’s experiences, mitigate the development of dysfunctional beliefs and encourage them to adopt more realistic expectations about recovery.

Investigating whether individuals are struggling with a sense of lost emotional resilience as a consequence of emotionalism could guide interventions focused on reinstating the person’s sense of control and self-efficacy through cognitive reappraisal or the teaching of self-management strategies.

Finally, the social embarrassment caused by emotionalism could be managed by clinicians encouraging their patients to explain emotionalism to others and by supporting them to give others advice about how best to respond to their emotional outbursts.

Strengths and limitations

Findings from this study contribute to our understanding of the psychological factors that underpin emotionalism. Its strength lies in the recruitment strategy, which covered a wide range of participants across cultures, ages and stages of stroke recovery. The use of Framework analysis meant that there was a systematic method for greater transparency in the generation of themes.

We excluded individuals with significant cognitive or language impairments. The experiences of those with emotionalism and aphasia or cognitive impairment may differ in the way that they perceive the condition, although four participants in the study did have mild communication difficulties. Participants were generally middle-aged from higher socio-economic backgrounds and in employment before their stroke, which may have influenced our findings, given that that stroke is known to have a higher incidence and poorer prognosis in those with a lower socioeconomic status [69].
**Directions for future research**

Whilst the evidence-base for the efficacy of psychological interventions in emotionalism is lacking, it is a burgeoning area for research [16]. Individual case studies have shown promising preliminary results for reducing the emotional impact of symptoms [5,17]. Should future studies demonstrate that patient beliefs about emotionalism are valid predictors of emotional and social outcomes, then the themes generated from this study may be useful starting points to target or change through intervention. This could result in more meaningful and sustainable interventions being developed in the future.

**Conclusion**

Emotionalism is poorly recognised and understood, both by professionals and patients themselves. The loss of control and unpredictable nature of symptoms can cause high levels of social embarrassment and psychosocial burden. In this study, isolation, self-criticism and misconstruing emotionalism as a psychiatric disorder were associated with increased emotional distress. Findings emphasise the importance of eliciting patient beliefs about their emotional reactions at the post-acute stages of stroke. Better recognition of emotionalism in clinical settings and earlier discussions could prevent patients from developing erroneous beliefs which may give rise to the development of mood problems later in their stroke recovery. Ultimately, further qualitative studies in this population are needed to improve our understanding. This will guide better healthcare interventions being developed for those living with this neurological condition.
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